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Last updated on December 2, 2020 Over the past 100 years, there have been major improvements in communication. From messages to phone calls to text messages to video calls to social networks. After all these improvements, one of the greatest inventions of the 21st century was founded in 2004, and it began to spread like wildfire,
first in america and then worldwide. Now, quit Facebook has become almost un heard. There are over 1 billion monthly active Facebook users. Although it originally aimed to bring everyone together for the sake of connecting, Facebook's influence on the public became a major debate after it became so popular, with some even
suggesting you de-disable your account. The advantages of social media and our ability to connect with people around the world are known. Now, it's time to dive into how Facebook affects your productivity and why you should ultimately consider quiting Facebook.1. Facebook Allows you to waste time While on Facebook and scroll
through a news feed, many active users are not aware of the time they actually spend viewing other people's life events or messaging with Facebook messenger. It has become so addictive that many people even feel compeled to like or comment on anything shared. You can think of time spent on Facebook as your spare time, although
you don't know that you can spend the same time taking care of yourself, learning something new, or doing your daily work.2. It can reduce motivationBy seeing other people's constant posts about parties they've gone to or friends they see often, you may feel insecure about yourself if your own posts are not as impressive as those in your
news feed. However, there is rarely such a thing as going out every day or having a great vacation every year. Unfortunately, though, we internalize the posts we see and create an image in our minds of how others are living. One study found that participants who used Facebook often had inferior self-esteem, and this was median by
greater exposure to increased social comparisons on social media. Basically, when we see posts describing life that we consider to be better than ours, our self-esteem will suffer. As many of us are doing this for hours at a time, you can imagine its toll taking on our mental health. Therefore, if you want to raise your self-esteem,
abandoning Facebook can be a good idea.3. You use energy on people you don't care About the number of friends you have on Facebook. How many who are they really good friends? How many friend friend offers do you receive as real people or real acquaintances of yours? You have to admit that you have people on Facebook who
are not related to you and some of you barely know, but who still comment on their photos or offer a like now and again. Basically, instead of providing your time and energy for really rewarding relationships in your life, you're spending it on people you don't really care about.4. mind.4. Feeds You Useless InformationIt is one thing to read
newspapers or magazines to get information, but it is a completely different thing to face fake news, trends, and celebrity updates through continuous articles. I bet one of the things that you won't miss after quiting Facebook is bombarding the information that doesn't seem to have affected your life yet. 5. It damages your communication
skillsWhen is the last time you really hung out in real life with your friends, relatives, or colleagues? Because social media is said to help us communicate, we forget about real communication, and therefore, have difficulty communicating effectively in real life. This negatively affects our relationships at home, at work or in our social world.6.
You Get Manipulated One of Facebook's biggest problems is its impact on people's creativity. Although it is assumed to be a free social media site, which allows you to share almost anything you want, you tend to want to get more likes. To get more likes, you have to work very your shared posts, trying to make posts funny, creative, or
smart, while you can spend the same time doing something that really improves your creativity. After quiting Facebook, you'll be amazed at all the creative interests you have time to develop.7 It Takes Over Your LifeThe marketing strategies of Facebook are pretty clear. Its creators want you to spend as much time as possible on the site.
While working on their posts and selecting images to share, many people actually try to be someone else. This often means that they will only be isolated from the real world and their true themselves. It is possible to put the same time and energy towards becoming a better version of yourself instead of forging it. Why not try it by quit
facebook? Final thoughtsThere are many reasons to try quit facebook. By knowing how it can affect your productivity and mental health, you can look for motivation to get out of social media and back to your real life. These points will guide you through what your life will be like if you delete your account. Leaving Facebook doesn't seem
so bad after all, right? More on How to Get Rid of Social MediaFeatured Photo Credit: Brett Jordan via unsplash.com A caption is a reference, explanation, or comment1 placed underneath the main text on a printed page. Footnotes are defined in text in digits or symbols. In research documents and reports, annotations often acknowledge
the sources of events and citations that appear in the text. Bryan A. Garner said: The caption is a scholar's sign. Overabundant, Annotation is a sign of an insecure scholar – often one who got lost in the byways of analysis and who wants to express (Garner's Modern American Usage, 2009). Footnotes: evils. In a work that contains many
long annotatings, it can be difficult to fit them into the pages they relate to, especially in Work.... Annotation of additional content or simplifying content information in text; they should not include complex, unnecessary or unnecessary information... Copyright note acknowledges the origin of long citations, scale and testing items, and figures
and tables that have been reprinted or adjusted. Content captionWhy, after all, is a content annotation but the document that either is too lazy to integrate into the text or too reverent to remove? Reading a passage that constantly dissolves into extended captions is deeply disappointing. He therefore my rule of thumb for annotation is
exactly the same as for parentheses. One should see them as symbols of failure. I hardly need to add that in this failure is sometimes inevitable. Footnote Form All notes are of the same form:1. Adrian Johns. Nature of the book: Printing and Knowledge in Making (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 623.If you cite the same text
again, you can shorten the next note: 5. Johns. The nature of the book, 384-85.The Downside of the caption More than one critic recently pointed out that annotated interrupts a story. References reduce the illusion of authenticity and immediacy . . . (Noel Coward made the same point more memorable when he remarked that having to
read a caption was like having to go downstairs to answer the door while in the middle of having sex.) Belloc on Footnote[L]et a man puts his footnote in very small print actually at the end of a volume, and, if necessary, let him take out the specimen rather than a full list. For example, let a person write history as it should be written - with
all the physical details of evidence, weather, costumes, colors, everything - written on for the pleasure of his readers and not for his critics. But let him take the parts here and there, and in an appendix shows how critics it is being done. Let him keep his notes and challenge the criticism. I think he'll be safe. He will not be safe from the
wrath of those who cannot write clearly, let alone vividly, and those who have never in their lives been able to revive the past, but he will be safe from the influence of their destruction. The Lighter Side of Footnotes A caption is like running down the stairs to answer the doorbell on your wedding night. 1 The caption has figured prominently
in novels by leading contemporary novelist such as Nicholson Baker2, David Foster Wallace3, and Dave Eggers. These writers have largely revived the digressive function of annots. (L. Douglas and A. George, Sense and Nonsensibility: Lampoons of Learning and Literature. Simon and Schuster, 2004) 2 [T]he academic great or
anecdoctor anecd anecdam of Lecky, Gibbon, or Boswell, is by the author of the book himself to supplement, or even correct in some later versions, what he said in the main text, is ensured that the pursuit of truth has no clear external boundaries: it does not end with re-establishment and self-disagreement and the sea covering of the
authorities reference all continue. Footnotes are better suckered surfaces that allow tentacular passages to hold fast with the wider reality of libraries. (Nicholson Baker, Mezzanine. Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1988) 3 One of the strange pleasures of reading the work of the late David Foster Wallace is the opportunity to escape the main
text to explore the annoted, always displayed at the bottom of pages in small bushes. (Roy Peter Clark, The Glamour of Grammar. Little, Brown, 2010) Hilaire Belloc, On, 1923Chicago Manual of Style, University of Chicago Press, 2003Anthony Grafton, Comment: Curious History. Harvard University Press, 1999.Publication Manual of the
American Psychological Association, 6th edition, 2010.Paul Robinson, The Philosophy of Punctuation. Opera, Sex, and other important issues. University of Chicago Press, 2002.Kate Turabian, A Manual for Writers of Research Papers, Dissc there, and The theology, 7th edition. University of Chicago Press, 2007. 2007.
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